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ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED OCCUPATIONAL FRAUD EXAMINERS

Anti-fraud professionals, business managers, government and regulatory
agencies, and the media each have a vested interest in assessing the total
amount of money lost to fraud each year. While many studies have attempted
to determine the extent of fraud’s financial impact, the challenges in
arriving at the true total cost of fraud are numerous. It is impossible to
know exactly how much fraud goes undetected or unreported, and even
calculations based solely on known fraud cases are likely to be underestimated, as many victims downplay or miscalculate the amount of
damage. Nonetheless, attempts to determine the cost of fraud are important,
because understanding the size of the problem helps bring attention to
its impact, enables organizations to quantify their fraud risk, and helps
management make educated decisions about investing in anti-fraud
resources and programs. According to a study from the Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), of 2,410 Occupational Fraud Case studies,
estimates show a total of $6.3 billion dollars was lost and the median loss
from each case was approximately $150,000.
Study from ACFE’s 2016 Global Fraud Study, Reports to the Nations on Occupational Fraud and Abuse.
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Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
enables an organization to integrate core processes
into a core business function.

The ERP environment, however, is highly
vulnerable and contains highly sensitive data.
While many ERP vendors have addressed external
risk considerations for ERP security, they often
require a different approach to lock down and
manage internal processes. You will discover that
the planning and management of Segregation of
Duties (SoD) is one of the most critical elements
in managing an organization’s ERP environment.

What Is Segregation of Duties?
The aim of SoD is quite simple: no individual
should be given access to two or more parts of
a process that would allow him or her to engage
in financial or fraudulent activity. For example,
with SoD in place, it would be impossible for the
same individual to raise and approve a purchase
order, receive the purchase order and approve
payment for that same order. A person with all of
these security privileges could potentially abuse
responsibilities for his or her own financial gain.
SoD mechanisms reduce this risk by splitting out
each part of the purchase requisition process
across a number of approved individuals.

No SoD: The Real Threat to Your Organization
Organizations that fail to implement SoD leave
themselves open to fraudulent activity. The threat
is real. Post-analysis following a security
compromise often shows that fraudulent activities
occurred due to a lack of SoD implementation
across the organization.
Unsurprisingly, the two most vulnerable departments
within an organization are IT and Accounting.
Money is more often than not the driving force
behind fraudulent activity, and the threat is as
great internally as it is externally. As more internal
processes become automated, enter the cloud or
go paperless, the trail of hard evidence becomes
more difficult to collect during a fraudulent
investigation. You do not want to slow down your
processes, but you do not want to leave yourself
vulnerable to illegal access or theft, either.

SoD Best Practices in an ERP Environment
As discussed, SoD is a key consideration for
reducing fraudulent activities. Which duties
should be segregated, and what best practices
should be followed?
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Typically, only one person should be given one of
the following responsibilities:
• Managerial Review
• Recording
• Verification
• Custody of Assets
• Authorization
These rules should exist across your entire ERP
environment, with access controls put in place as
necessary across your systems. The first stage in
any SoD implementation is in the identification of
roles that should be segregated across individual
users. This stage will require buy-in by any
department where SoD is essential. By starting
with the most obvious controls, you can continue
to analyze roles and tasks, adding more to your
SoD plan as you go along.

Managing Super-Users and Special Access
Many employees within an organization will have
access to a broad selection of sensitive data. For
example, a member of the IT team may have
administrative rights to every mailbox in the
company and all corporate data. When implementing SoD, you will inevitably face challenges
along the way, whether it is managing super-

users or granting emergency access. In an ERP
environment, these challenges can be addressed
by enforcing more robust SoD controls that
ensure the risk is offset. For example, super-users
should be monitored closely to ensure they are
not abusing their access privileges, and emergency
access should be approved by a manager and
revoked the moment it is no longer required.
Whether on-premise ERP is used or ERP is
distributed as a SaaS solution, a granular
approach to SoD must be taken to mitigate risk
and at the same time, reduce the organization’s
vulnerabilities.

Leveraging the SoD Power of ERP Systems
If you still rely on ERP legacy systems, or even
worse, use processes that rely on paperwork, your
organization could face a real risk from fraudulent
activity inside and out. Can you truly afford to
take that risk? To bridge the gaps that exist internally in your organization, you need to upgrade
and invest in a system that automates and
enforces internal controls, and which allows you
to focus on the running of your business.
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With segregation of duties and access controls in
place, you can:
• Enforce and monitor SoD controls across your
organization
• Simplify SoD maintenance through automated
simulation tests
• Anticipate SoD threats and violations before
they happen
• Deploy best practice SoD controls automatically

Complete Control of Your PeopleSoft Controls
Smart Security, is a scalable SoD solution uniquely
designed to help PeopleSoft customers reduce
the cost of compliance through the automated
enforcement and management of internal controls. Next generation diagnostic and monitoring
features allow you to manage unforeseen changes
and ensure compliance and scalability across every
PeopleSoft role and function.
Smart Security delivers diagnostics that immediately detects any discrepancies or scale changes
in your internal controls such as authorization
and access violations. Through a detective mode
that identifies your current SoD issues, to the Pro
Active Mode that helps prevent access violations
from being built into the PeopleSoft
environment. Fine-grained reporting allows you

Final Thoughts
Organizations are increasingly facing tougher
challenges when securing assets from error
and fraudulent activity. Launching ERP across
your organization requires careful thought
and planning; implementation of SoD across
multiple departmental functions and responsibilities must be a part of your success plan.

“

Our goal is to help you ensure compliance to
legislation such as Sarbanes-Oxley, and to satisfy

“

Governance, risk and compliance are key concerns
for any business, regardless of size or industry.

to establish whether you have Access Violations, and how to remove or remediate that
access. The reporting has been designed to
communicate security issues to both technical
and non-technical resources, ensuring you
have the ability to make changes with a common understanding of what the risks are.

audit requirements, and thus avoid fraud.
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For more information
visit us at:

smarterp.com/content/it/
security-compliance-and-segregation-duties
Improved Management of Security and Segregation of Duties policy within your PeopleSoft applications

www.smarterp.com | 925.271.0200 | sales@smarterp.com
Founded by Oracle/PeopleSoft veterans, Smart ERP Solutions® is a unique organization in the
Enterprise Business Applications space providing innovative, cost-effective, and configurable solutions that
efficiently extend the capabilities of ERP systems to meet specific business process needs.
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